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Finite-State Language Processing (Language, Speech, and Communication)A Bradford Book, 1997

	Finite-state devices, which include finite-state automata, graphs, and finite-state transducers, are in wide use in many areas of computer science. Recently, there has been a resurgence of the use of finite-state devices in all aspects of computational linguistics, including dictionary encoding, text processing, and speech processing. This...
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Natural Language Processing with TensorFlow: Teach language to machines using Python's deep learning libraryPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write modern natural language processing applications using deep learning algorithms and TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Focuses on more efficient natural language processing using TensorFlow
	
			Covers NLP as a field in its own right to improve understanding for choosing TensorFlow...
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The Cradle of Language (Studies in the Evolution of Language)Oxford University Press, 2009
This book is the first to focus on the African origins of human language. It explores the origins of language and culture 250,000-150,000 years ago when modern humans evolved in Africa. Scholars from around the world address the fossil, genetic, and archaeological evidence and critically examine the ways it has been interpreted. The book also...
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Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XVIII:  Volume 154 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007
In the last decades information modelling and knowledge bases have become hot topics not only in academic communities related to information systems and computer science but also in business areas where information technology is applied.

The 16th European-Japanese Conference on Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases EJC 2006 continues...
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Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing: 8th International Conference, CICLing 2007, Mexico City, Mexico, February 18-24, 2007Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing, CICLing 2007, held in Mexico City, Mexico in February 2007.
The 53 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 179 submissions. The papers...
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Approaches to Literary Readings of Ancient Jewish Writings (Studia Semitica Neerlandica)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	In this volume twelve contributions discuss the relevance, accuracy, potential, and possible alternatives to a literary reading of ancient Jewish writings, especially the Hebrew Bible. Drawing on different academic fields (biblical studies, rabbinic studies, and literary studies) and on various methodologies (literary criticism, rhetorical...
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The Evolution of Spanish Past Forms (Routledge Studies in Hispanic and Lusophone Linguistics)Routledge, 2021

	
		The Evolution of Spanish Past Forms examines how Spanish past forms have changed diachronically.

	
		With examples from Medieval Spanish, Golden Age Spanish, and Modern Spanish literary works, this book demonstrates how language is dynamic and susceptible to change. The past forms considered here include the...
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Voice User Interface DesignAddison Wesley, 2004
This book is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to voice user interface (VUI) design. The VUI is perhaps the most critical factor in the success of any automated speech recognition (ASR) system, determining whether the user experience will be satisfying or frustrating, or even whether the customer will remain one. This book describes a...
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Voice Interaction Design: Crafting the New Conversational Speech Systems (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"This is not simply a cookbook: Voice Interaction Design teaches craftsmanship through providing a broad and deep understanding of speech as well as exposure to the current state of voice interfaces. Harris's book offers invaluable insights for the thoughtful voice interface designer. " --Clifford Nass, Professor, Stanford University,...
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Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the definite goal of understanding intelligence and
	building intelligent systems. However, the methods and formalisms used on the way
	to this goal are not firmly set, which has resulted in AI consisting of a multitude of
	subdisciplines today. The difficulty in an introductory AI course lies in conveying...
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Spoken Language Processing: A Guide to Theory, Algorithm and System DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2001
Our primary motivation in writing this book is to share our working experience to bridge the gap between the knowledge of industry gurus and newcomers to the spoken language processing community. Many powerful techniques hide in conference proceedings and academic papers for years before becoming widely recognized by the research community or the...
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Augmented Communication: The Effect of Digital Devices on Face-to-Face InteractionsPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	This book explores the ways in which handheld networked devices can be used to enhance and augment interpersonal communication. The author examines in depth how the addition of visual and multimodal input, access to online search engines and the inclusion of participants from distant geographical locations (either synchronously or...
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